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Need for Chamber/Material/PFC 
Communities to have Interactive Discussion on 
Required R&D and Development Pathways to 

Successful DEMO 

- Renewed interest in Burning Plasma Experiment (e.g. at Snowmass, July 
2002) has led to broader discussion in the fusion community about R&D 
pathways (facilities and schedule) to DEMO.

- There is an Opportunity here!
The purpose of this talk is to encourage the Chamber/Materials/PFC 
communities to start a process for discussions on the role of 
Chamber/PFC Technologies and Materials in fusion development from 
now to DEMO.

•A suggestion for a meeting to start the process.

•Summary information from previous studies as background to help 
start the process.



Fig 1. Schematic of development path 
based on ITER-class burning plasma 
experiment
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•• This summary figure from the Snowmass 2002 community discussionsThis summary figure from the Snowmass 2002 community discussions is encouraging.is encouraging.
- It has both IFMIF and VNS (CTF) parallel to ITER.
- It recognizes a decision point after 

ITER/IFMIF/VNS and prior to DEMO

- But there is still debate and questions 
(sometimes confusion) about the role 
and timing of these facilities.

- It is our responsibility in Chamber /PFC 
/Materials to reach & communicate a common 
understanding & definitions of the functions and 
interrelations of ITER/VNS/IFMIF.



Suggestion for a MeetingSuggestion for a Meeting

• It would be very useful to have a 2-3 day meeting (around 
December/January) with 20-30 participants from the 
Material, Chamber, and PFC communities.

• Purpose of the Meeting

Discuss what R&D is needed from now to DEMO in 
the Chamber/PFC/Materials areas.
The needs should include roles and schedule of major 
facilities.

• To make the meeting productive I suggest we start by 
extensive summaries of findings and conclusions of previous 
studies.



Current Key Questions that are important to Chamber 
(materials, chamber technology, PFC)

1. How to achieve the goal of a successful fusion DEMO?
(or, what are the pathways to a successful fusion DEMO?)

- What non-fusion facilities are needed?

- What are the fusion facilities needed?

- Time Sequence for construction and operation of these facilities.

2. What technical work (R&D) should we do in the immediate future (next 2-5 years)?

“Personal Opinion”
The fusion technology community (including Materials, Chamber, and PFC) should make strong 
contributions to answering Question 1, but we should never forget that the question of “what to do in 
the IMMEDIATE FUTURE” must remain a HIGHER PRIORITY.

Development pathways will continue to be a subject of debate for many years to come (complex 
technical/programmatic issue, diverse community, large funds required make external/political 
events dominant in determining fusion policy).

Reasons:

- Fusion scientists and engineers must guard against “loss of time”. We must continue to produce 
technical progress. This progress may indeed change our planned R&D pathways to DEMO.



Technology-Led Previous Studies relevant to Questions 1 & 2 
(development pathways and immediate future R&D needs)

• Blanket Comparison and Selection Study (BCSS)
- 1982 - 1984
- Led by ANL; involved many U.S. organizations
- Involved experts on materials, blankets, fusion systems

Output

- Identified leading material combination systems/blanket configuration.
- Identified key issues and near-term R&D in non-fusion facilities.

• FINESSE
- 1983 - 1987
- Led by UCLA; involved many U.S. organizations; heavy international 
participation (scientists and engineers from Europe and Japan physically “on-
site” working with U.S. experts).

- Involved experts in materials, blankets, PFC, tritium, plasma physics systems, 
facilities.

- Involved experts from other fields (fission, aerospace).
- Involved universities, national labs (plasma physics and technology labs), and 
industry (heavy participation).



Technology-Led Previous Studies (cont’d)

FINESSE Approach (see Appendix B to this presentation)
- Unique approach designed to eliminate “politics” and “pre-determined bias”

- Started by identifying, understanding, and characterizing key issues

- It proceeded to determine the “testing issues”

- Then, the requirements and characteristics of facilities were identified

- Feasibility of performing tests in existing facilities were evaluated. Role of 
existing facilities and needed new facilities were defined

- Detailed R&D plans to provide data to construct the “first test module” in a 
fusion experimental facility were developed.

- Possible candidates for Fusion Technology Test Facility were compared 
(mirrors, various versions of tokamaks)









Some Key Conclusions from FINESSE
• FNT in a fusion environment will have a number of new phenomena and effects.

- “Investigation of the required experiments reveals the importance of simulating multiple 
interactions among physical elements of components and combined effects of a number of 
operating environmental conditions. Some experiments require Neutrons not only as a source 
of radiation damage effects, but as a practical economical means for BULK HEATING and 
producing specific nuclear reactions.”

• Non-fusion facilities (non-neutron test stands, fission reactors and accelerator-based 
neutron sources) are useful and their use should be MAXIMIZED worldwide.

• Experiments in the fusion environment will be REQUIRED for integrated tests, 
concept verification, and reliability growth.

- But they have serious limitations.

• FNT fusion testing requires 20 MW of DT fusion power over 10m2 of experimental 
surface area with long (>1000s) plasma burn. [Note: Engineering scaling rules were 
also developed.]

• For fusion devices with large minimum power, e.g. tokamaks, results indicate strong 
incentives for TWO SEPARATE test devices: 

- One for plasma physics (burn) experiments
- The other for fusion engineering research experiments

[Note: Several design options for fusion engineering research facilities were proposed and 
compared by physicists and engineers.]



VNS Studies

Historical Background
• The subject of Fusion Engineering Research Facilities remained of considerable interest to 

physicists and engineers. (Several names, e.g. FERF, TDF,…)

• In the beginning of ITER-CDA (1988), there was discussion about 3 world facilities (ITER,
VNS, IFMIF) in Europe, Japan, and the U.S.

• In 1991, Dr. Paul Reubet, the Director of JET (and later the Director of ITER-EDA) published a 
paper that advocated Fusion R&D pathways that involved 3 facilities (ITER, VNS, and IFMIF).

• In the beginning ITER-EDA (1992), Dr. Masaji Yoshikawa (President of JAERI) suggested the 
name of Volumetric Neutron Source (VNS) in order to avoid misunderstanding of it’s mission 
relative to ITER (ITER tests superconducting magnet technology, plasma heating technology, 
etc.). 

• In 1993, a group of 12 of the most senior physics and technology leaders of the U.S. fusion 
programs deliberated at several meetings and decided to make a proposal to Dr. Martha Krebs 
(New Director of ER) for the U.S. to take the lead on constructing VNS (with Japan and the 
E.U. building ITER). Dr Krebs was very supportive. 

- All of a sudden, one influential U.S. manager asked the group to halt the VNS discussion 
because it might negatively affect ITER.

• In early 1994, IEA decided to initiate a study on VNS. It was called HVPNS. 



IEA Study on VNS
High-Volume Plasma-Based Neutron Source

• In early 1994, the International Energy Agency (IEA) initiated an international study 
on a High-Volume Plasma-Based Neutron Source (HVPNS) for fusion first 
wall/blanket development. [Based on request and approval by the official heads of 
the world fusion programs.]

• The study team included physicists, engineers, and material experts from Europe, 
USA, Japan, and Russia. [Abdou was asked to lead the study.] Many of these 
participants were leading experts on FNT testing and the key leaders of the ITER 
Technology Testing Program.

• The study followed an excellent technical approach, proceeding from key technical 
issues, to non-fusion facility tests, to requirements on fusion testing, to evaluating 
and comparing several development pathways.

• Perhaps the most important and long-lasting benefits of the study were 1) a real 
critical assessment of reliability/availability that revealed critical concerns and 2) 
discovering the critical role that reliability growth and availability will play in a 
fusion development pathway, and the type and schedule of facilities to reach 
successful DEMO.



Key Conclusions from IEA Study on VNS

(Please see the HVPNS article in Fusion Technology. 
Conclusions are on pages 38-40. The following pages are 

reproductions of parts of these conclusions.)

VIII.B  Role (and Limitations) of Non-Fusion Facilities

Non-fusion facilities provide a cost-effective approach to performing single- and 
multiple-effect tests. Hence, they play an important role in providing basic data, 
screening of blanket concepts, and establishing the infeasibility of some blanket 
concepts, prior to performing the more complex and expensive fusion tests. However, 
the engineering feasibility of blanket components cannot be established prior to 
extensive testing in the fusion environment. None of the critical issues can be fully 
resolved by testing in non-fusion facilities alone. Non-neutron test stands, fission 
reactors, and accelerator-based neutron sources (including the D-Li source) are unable 
to simulate the multiple effects of the fusion environment, and they cannot provide 
adequate space to test articles with relevant material combinations, configurations, and 
dimensions.



VIII.D  Blanket Failures and DEMO Availability

With regard to blanket failures and DEMO availability, the following can be stated.

1. Availability analysis reveals critical concerns in fusion power development; some of these concerns can be 
addressed by changes in blanket and machine design, but most must be addressed by extensive testing to 
realize the DEMO availabilty goals and to address critical questions concerning the practicality and 
economics of tokamak power systems. For a DEMO reactor availability goal of 50%, the blanket availabilty 
must be ~80%. The mean time to replace (MTTR) or recover from a failure and MTBF are the parameters 
that directly affect availability. Shorter MTTR lowers the required MTBF to achieve a given availability 
goal. For MTTR=3 months, the blanket MTBF must be >1.0 FPY; i.e., only one failure anywhere in the 
blanket is allowed for about every 1 yr of operation. For a blanket that has 80 modules, the corresponding 
MTBF per module is 80 FPY. These are very ambitious goals. Experience from non-fusion technologies 
shows that achieving such long MTBFs requires very extensive testing and development.

2. Some of the important conclusions regarding failure modes, failure rates, and reliability growth testing are:

a. The capability of replacing the FW/B in as short a time as possible must be a design goal for fusion devices.

b. Design concept selection and improvement for FW/B must aim at improving reliability (e.g. minimize welds, 
brazes, joints, and total tube length).

c. A serious reliability/availability analysis must be an integral part of the design process.

d. Research and development programs must be based on quantitative goals for reliability (type and number of 
tests, test duration, and prototypicality).

e. Reliability growth/demonstration testing in fusion devices will be the most demanding, particularly on the 
number of tests and the time duration of tests (>10m2 and ~6MW· yr/m2 for blankets).

f. Reliability testing should include identification of failure modes and effects, aggressive iterative 
design/test/analyze/fix programs aimed at improving reliability, and the obtainment of failure rate data 
sufficient to predict MTBF.



VIII.E   ITER-ALONE SCENARIO

With regard to the ITER-alone scenario, the following can be stated.

1. As presently envisaged, ITER alone cannot satisfy the FNT fusion 
testing requirements listed earlier because of pulsed operation with 
a low duty cycle, low fluence, a short continuous operating time, 
low device availability, and a small number of blanket testing ports.

2. For the presently envisaged ITER strategy based on EPP with a
fluence of 1 MW · yr/m2 and 10m2 (to be checked) of test area, 
blanket tests in ITER alone enable DEMO blanket concept 
performance verification but cannot demonstrate a blanket system
availability in DEMO higher than 4%.

3. In addition to the high risk to DEMO, an ITER-alone strategy will 
result in long delays in the commitment to DEMO construction. 
The development schedule to DEMO becomes problematic. 



VIII.F   SCENARIOS with HVPNS
With regard to scenarios with HVPNS, the following can be stated.

1. A DEMO availability of >30% can be demonstrated by adding blanket tests in a HVPNS 
characterized by the following parameters: average neutron wall load of 1 to 2 MW/m2, 
maximum neutron fluence >6 MW · yr/m2, testing space at the first wall  >10m2, and device 
availability >25%.

2. Presentations made to the study participants during the phase I effort on candidate HVPNS 
concepts seem to show that an attractive design envelope for HVPNS exists. A small size 
(R<2m) tokamak with normal-conducting TFCs and a driven (Q ~ 2 to 3) steady-state plasma 
meets the FNT testing requirements with a capital cost expected to be <25% that of ITER. (The 
design of HVPNS was outside the scope of phase I. Presentations were made by volunteers from 
the United States, the European Union, and the Russian Federation. The study participants did 
not address the specifics of any design.)

3. An effective path to fusion DEMO involves two parallel fusion facilities: (a) ITER, to provide 
data on plasma performance, plasma support technology, and system integration, and (b) 
HVPNS, to test, develop, and qualify fusion nuclear components and material combinations and 
to demonstrate an acceptable MTTR for DEMO.

4. A testing strategy employing such an HVPNS would decisively reduce the high risk of initial 
DEMO operation with a poor blanket system availability and would make it possible, if operated 
parallel to ITER BPP, to meet the goal of DEMO operation by the year 2025.



VIII.F   SCENARIOS with HVPNS (cont’d)

5. With an ITER/HVPNS strategy, blanket tests in ITER BPP are still very important for fusion 
scoping tests requiring lower fluence, short-term performance tests, and testing large blanket 
modules up to the size of a segment at low fluence. 

6. The contribution of blanket tests in the presently envisaged ITER EPP to the reliability testing is 
very small compared with that obtainable in HVPNS. If HVPNS is operated parallel to the ITER 
BPP, several scenarios for better utilization of the ITER EPP can be envisaged and should be 
studied further. An example is the use of HVPNS testing information to construct a hot DEMO-
type breeding blanket on ITER after the end of BPP to operate the second phase (EPP) of ITER 
in a pre-DEMO mode.

7. The parallel path strategy with ITER at large fusion power, low fluence, and VNS at low fusion 
power and high fluence reduces the tritium consumption and external supply problem to an 
acceptable level.

8. A scenario with HVPNS parallel to ITER (BPP) provides cost savings in the overall R&D toward 
DEMO compared with an ITER-alone strategy. The near-term cost burden is small in the context 
of an international fusion program with HVPNS and ITER sited in two different countries.



Key Points from IEA-HVPNS Conclusions
• Non-Fusion Testing is important, cost effective.

• However, extensive blanket testing in a FUSION DEVICE is REQUIRED
“The engineering feasibility of blanket concepts cannot be established prior to 
extensive testing in the Fusion Environment.”

• Availability analysis reveals critical concerns in Fusion Power Development.

• Reliability growth/demonstration testing in fusion devices will be the most 
demanding, particularly on the number of tests and time duration of the tests.

• Reliability testing should include identification of failure modes and effects and 
aggressive iterative design/test/analyze/fix programs

• An ITER alone scenario (with blanket tests only in ITER) can not demonstrate 
blanket availability in DEMO higher than 4%.

• HVPNS is required prior to DEMO

• HVPNS parallel to ITER actually reduces the overall R&D cost toward DEMO 
compared with an ITER-alone strategy.

• Attractive design options for HVPNS exist.

• Timely HVPNS “reduces the tritium consumption and external supply problem in 
fusion development pathways to an acceptable level.
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(based on mature technology and no fusion-specific failure modes)

The reliability requirements on the Blanket (in current confinement 
concepts that have long MTTR > 1 week) are most challenging and 
pose critical concerns. These must be seriously addressed as an 
integral part of the R&D pathway to DEMO.






